
Geography: WALT: 

 Use maps and atlases to find all the countries in the world that 
RD visited. 

 Know where a selection of countries are located on a map or 
globe 

 use an online map (WALT identify the countries where RD lived.)  

 ask geographical questions 

History:  WALT: 
 Understand chronology. 

 Use dates and vocabulary to describe the passing of time. 

 Recall, select and organise historical  

       Information. 

 plot events of a timeline in chronological order (Events from 

RD life). 

Science: Forces 

 compare how things move on different surfaces 

 know that some forces need contact between 2 objects, but 
magnetic forces can act at a distance 

 Know that magnets attract or repel each other and attract 
some materials and not others 

 compare and group together a variety of everyday materials 
on the basis of whether they are attracted to a magnet. 

 Identify magnetic materials in and outdoors. 

 Know that magnets have 2 poles and explain how they 
work in simple terms 

   predict whether 2 magnets will attract or repel each other,  
depending on which poles are facing. 

 

Role Play: Writing hut  
WALT skim and scan.  WALT use clues.  
WALT—Use headings and subheadings (Make leaflets / posters about RD) 

Music: 

 Play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and 
playing musical instruments. With increasing accuracy  

 Sing with confidence using a wider vocal range. 

 Listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural 

memory.  

 Perform a repeated pattern to a steady pulse. 

SMSC/PHSE:  
SEAL—New Beginnings—World Peace Day  

 Children can make simple choices about their health and well 

being. 

 Children understand the difference between good and bad choic-

es (link to The Twits RD story and their own versions of The Twits). 

 Children begin to develop their knowledge of how we can live in 

peace and harmony (World Peace Day/New  
           Beginnings—New World Designs). 
RE—SACRE   
Question—How should we live and who should inspire us? 
*Begin to describe what a believer might learn from a religious scrip-
tures, a religious leader or a religious story. (Look at rules and guidelines 
about how followers should live their lives—10 Commandments/ Hindu 
Values etc.) Use religious words related to the topic of who inspires us. 
Start to ask important questions in life and begin to compare our ideas 

PE: Games  

 Throw and catch with control when under limited pressure to keep 

possession. 

 Know and describe the effects  of different exercise activities on 

the body and how to improve stamina. 

 Know simple  games rules and extend them to devise their own 

games. 

 Recognise good performances in themselves and others and use 

Design and Technology:  
(RD Fantasy Small World Setting) 
*   Research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative    
and appealing products that are fit for a purpose. (RD Fantasy Worlds) 
*   Create your own success criteria. 
*  Make drawings with labels when designing. 
 

 Develop knowledge of appropriate materials for a selection of tasks 

 Generate, develop, model and communicate ideas through discussion and 
annotated sketches. 

 Know how to Measure, cut and score with increasing accuracy. 

 Know how to assemble,  join and combine materials with increasing accu-

racy.  

 WALT evaluate and improve our design (mid way through making pro-
cess.)  Choose and use appropriate finishing techniques. 

Computing: Roald Dahl Animations 
Children begin to show an emerging understanding of internet safety. 

 Use computer skills, such as: log on, save, search, copy and paste 

images, change font size and colour.  

 Begin to show awareness of the intended audience and seek feed-

back.  

 Use 2animate effectively to create a moving  story of a RD story. WALT 
use the spell checker. WALT create animations and edit the slide transi-
tions.  WALT insert sounds into animations and power points. 

 Manipulate digital images using a range of tools in appropriate software 

to convey a specific mood or idea. 

 Children begin to show an emerging knowledge and understanding of  

how they must keep themselves safe on the internet. 

Outdoor Education: 

 WALT design and make the Mr and Mrs Twit out of natural materials.  

 WALT use natural materials to create an RD setting.  

 WALT use fronted adverbials , adjectives  and similes to tell our own 
stories (using the setting and characters made outside). 

      compare how things move on different surfaces (Make ramps— ) 

  compare and group together a variety of everyday materials on the 

 basis of whether they are attracted to a magnet, and identify some 
 magnetic materials (Science) 

 Know which materials are magnetic and which are not. 

 Develop our knowledge of the force of gravity 

 Develop knowledge of  outdoor materials suitable for s specific task.  

Trips and Visits 
Theatre Trip (Autumn Term)   Heritage trip t o St James Church—Sept 2018 

TOPIC VOCABULARY: Roald Dahl/Fighter Pilot/
Author/Chocolate/Wonka/Delicious/Scrumptious/

Revolting/Foul/Witches 

Art—Quentin Blake—Mr and Mrs Twit—Sketchbooks, then 
Mastery Drawings for RD assembly and display  

 Record from first hand experience and imagination. 

 Question and make thoughtful observations about starting points 

and select ideas to use in their work.  

 Use their sketchbooks to record visual information from different 

sources. 

 Develop knowledge of the techniques, colours and shapes used by 

Quentin Blake  
 (artist / illustrator) 

 Compare methods and approaches in their own and others work and 

say what they think and feel about it. 



Mini topics:  
 

The Twits  

English—Narrative story writing.  

Computing: Photo story (Media/ video editing)—Retell / create own version of the Twits. PowerPoint?? (time to 
learn skills and retell story within 2 weeks?  Would an ongoing biog of Roald Dahl be more appropriate?) 

PSHCE: Looking after ourselves. Health and Hygiene.  

Wildlife / Art: making models of characters and settings to later create a story.  

Geography: Facts about the Author Roald Dahl. Where he lived; locations on a map, cities, countries and con-
tinents and comparisons between the places where he lived.  

History:  Events in Roald Dahl ’s life that  impacted on his writing. Timeline including World Events at some of the 
times in his life, e.g. WW2, hot seating as Roald Dahl.  
 

The Wonderful World of Wonka  

English: Persuasive writing to persuade people to buy a Wonka Bar.  

Design and Technology: Design and make own Wonka bar.  

DT / Computing: Design and make packaging for own Wonka bar—use 2Design and Make CAD and Publisher.—
which software package? 

Computing / Maths: Spreadsheet for costing of chocolate bar within a budget, profit after sale.  

Science: Changing State / Solids, Liquids and Gases. Problem Solving.  

PSHCE: Qualities of  good person—linked to characters in Charlie and Chocolate Factory. What do I want to be 
when I am older?  

Geography / PSHCE: Fair Trade chocolate—should we buy Fair Trade?  Where are coca beans grown? What is the 
climate like? How far away are the countries? (Use google map and atlases)   

 



Mini topics:  
 

 

George’s Marvellous Medicine  

Literacy—Instructional writing—Marvellous Medicine.  

Computing: Media / iPad—News report (iMovie) on George's Grandma. Work with Yr 6.  

PSHCE: Making good choices. What to do in certain situations.   

Wildlife / Science : Reversible and irreversible changes—make a potion? See what happens to popcorn. Toast.  

Science: Separating solids and liquids.  

 

English Topic - The Witches 

English—Make a WANTED poster for a ‘real’ witch.  

Outdoor Learning— Create drama based on The Witches. Hot seat children who have been captured by a ‘real’ witch. 

Hot seat a mouse, who was a child! Hot seat a ‘real’ witch.  

Computing—Make an image poster / mind map of a ‘real’ witch on word—copy and paste images. Change font size 
and colour.  

 

THE BFG 

Role Play—The BFG’s Dream Cave / Dream Jars 

English— Instructions—How to catch a bone crunching Giant. 

Art—Draw Dream jars based on your favourite dreams. 

Topic—Write about favourite dreams using relative clauses, adjectives and similes. 

Outdoor Learning—Role Play—Hot Seat : The BFG, Sophie, Bone Crunching Giants, The Queen  

Computing—Animation of the BFG  

SMSC—Why do you think Sophie likes the BFG? Discuss his qualities.  

 


